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Exercise 1 (Laggy jump’n run, 2 Credits)
In this exercise we will test the influence of latency, to our performance in computer games. From the
CGVR website (http://cgvr.cs.uni-bremen.de/teaching/vr/index.shtml), you can download
a simple jump and run game with adjustable input delay. The goal is to complete the course from
start to finish, as fast as possible and without falling down.

� Each member of your group should complete the game with at least three different delays.

� Write down the number of starts needed for the first successful run, and the time for the fastest
completion. Do this for each delay (note your delay) and for each member of your group.

� Plot and briefly discuss the results. For plotting, you can use any tool you like. Choose adequate
diagram styles.

Exercise 2 (Unreal C++, 4 Credits)
Compared to the previous exercise sheet, the goal is to create an Actor completely in C++. Add a
new C++ Actor to the laggy jump project that moves a cube up and down during the game. Make
the movement speed or range adjustable in the editor through a property. You can see a possible
result in this video 1. From the Unreal documentation this part seems especially useful to get started
with C++.2 You can add the cube mesh to your actor like this:

static ConstructorHelpers::FObjectFinder<UStaticMesh>

mesh(TEXT("StaticMesh’/Game/Geometry/Meshes/1M_Cube_Chamfer’"));

StaticMesh = CreateDefaultSubobject<UStaticMeshComponent>(TEXT("StaticMesh1"));

StaticMesh->SetStaticMesh(mesh.Object);

Exercise 3 (Unreal C++ and LOD, 6 Credits)
In this exercise you create an Actor in C++, inherit from it via Blueprints, and implement a LOD
system for it. First, add a new C++ Actor to Unreal’s third person template project (select C++
instead of Blueprint during the creation dialog). This part 1 from the Unreal documentation seems
especially useful to get started with C++.

� Our Actor should have a UStaticMeshComponent pointer as root component. Components can
be created in the constructor via the CreateDefaultSubobject function.

� For the LOD system, add 3 UStaticMesh pointer as public variables, as well as 2 float variables
which act as thresholds.

1 http://cgvr.cs.uni-bremen.de/teaching/vr/uebungen/03_result.mp4
2 https://docs.unrealengine.com/4.27/en-US/ProgrammingAndScripting/ProgrammingWithCPP/IntroductionToCPP/
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� The Actor should be inheritable via Blueprints, so you have to add special Unreal macros and
specifiers in the header file. This page 3 might be useful. Make sure all variables are marked as
UPROPERTY with the EditAnywhere and BlueprintReadWrite specifiers. You may also group
them into a category.

� Now, create a Blueprint Actor inheriting from the custom C++ Actor. At the BeginPlay event,
one of the inherited meshes should be set as default mesh for the Actor’s mesh component (use
SetStaticMesh).

� On the CGVR web site you find a zip file with 3 mesh assets you can use. You have to extract
them into the content folder of the project and import them via Unreal.

� Add one instance of the custom Actor to the scene and assign the 3 meshes to the corresponding
properties via the editor.

� Implement a dynamic LOD selection strategy for the custom Actor, which depends on the esti-
mated size on the screen. A rough estimate for the screen size/area is enough. The smaller the
object is on the screen, the simpler the selected mesh should be. Use the inherited thresholds to
switch the meshes in the mesh component. There are multiple approaches for this, you may get the
mesh component’s world space bounds, project them onto the screen, and compare its area to the
one from the viewport. Useful Blueprint nodes are GetComponentBounds, ProjectWorldToScreen,
GetViewportSize, and GetAllActorsOfClass to get a reference to the PlayerController. Note that
the projected screen coordinates could be beyond the actual viewport, so you should clamp them
or account otherwise for it. If the Actor is completely outside the viewport, no LOD changes
should occur, and if only partially inside the viewport, only this part should be considered.

3 https://docs.unrealengine.com/4.27/en-US/ProgrammingAndScripting/ClassCreation/CodeAndBlueprints/
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